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Abstract



23



Anthropogenic deforestation in tropical countries is responsible for a significant part of global carbon



24



dioxide emissions in the atmosphere. To plan efficient climate change mitigation programs (such as



25



REDD+, Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and forest Degradation), reliable forecasts of



26



deforestation and carbon dioxide emissions are necessary. Although population density has been



27



recognised as a key factor in tropical deforestation, current methods of prediction do not allow the



28



population explosion that is occurring in many tropical developing countries to be taken into account.



29



Here, we propose an innovative approach using novel computational and statistical tools, including



30



R/GRASS scripts and the new phcfM R package, to model the intensity and location of deforestation



31



including the effect of population density. We used the model to forecast anthropogenic deforestation and



32



carbon dioxide emissions in five large study areas in the humid and spiny-dry forests of Madagascar.



33



Using our approach, we were able to demonstrate that the current rapid population growth in Madagascar



34



(+3.39% per year) will significantly increase the intensity of deforestation by 2030 (up to +1.17% per



35



year in densely populated areas). We estimated the carbon dioxide emissions associated with the loss of



36



aboveground biomass to be of 2.24 and 0.26 tonnes per hectare and per year in the humid and spiny-dry



37



forest respectively. Our models showed better predictive ability than previous deforestation models (the



38



figure of merit ranged from 10 to 23). We recommend this approach to reduce the uncertainty associated



39



with deforestation forecasts. We also underline the risk of an increase in the speed of deforestation in the



40



short term in tropical developing countries undergoing rapid population expansion.
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41



1 Introduction



42



Tropical forests provide various ecosystem services both at the global and local scale (Kremen &



43



Ostfeld, 2005). They contain more species than any other ecosystem on emerged lands (Gibson



44



et al., 2011) and are large carbon sinks (Pan et al., 2011). Locally, tropical forests have the capacity to



45



regulate water supply and to provide high-quality water to surrounding populations (Bradshaw



46



et al., 2007). Thus, tropical deforestation is responsible not only for a major decline in biodiversity



47



(Gibson et al., 2011), but also for a considerable proportion (6-17%) of global carbon dioxide emissions



48



that affect climate change (Baccini et al., 2012; IPCC, 2007) and is the first step towards land



49



desertification (Geist, 2005; Xu et al., 2011). Around 13 million hectares of tropical forest are deforested



50



each year around the world (FAO, 2005). Within the climate change mitigation framework, accurate



51



forecasts of deforestation and carbon dioxide emissions are essential for the application of the REDD+



52



programme which aims at “Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and forest Degradation” (Olander



53



et al., 2008). The ability to forecast deforestation and carbon emissions is determined by the availability



54



of reliable data sets, together with progress in methodology, computation and statistics (Clark



55



et al., 2001).



56



Population density is recognised as one of the main factors that determine deforestation intensity in the



57



tropics (López-Carr, 2004; López-Carr et al., 2005). An increase in population density leads to stronger



58



pressure on forests due to harvesting of wood for construction or fuel, or through slash-and-burn for cattle



59



grazing and agriculture (Allen & Barnes, 1985; Geist & Lambin, 2001; Kaimowitz & Angelsen, 1998).



60



Additionally, in many tropical developing countries, especially in Africa, the demographic transition is



61



not over (the demographic transition refers to the transition from high birth and death rates to low birth



62



and death rates as a country develops from a pre-industrial to an industrialised economic system,



63



Kingsley (1945)). In these countries, death rates have been decreasing but birth rates remain high. The



64



inevitable outcome is a population expansion characterised by a high growth rate and a short doubling-



65



time (amount of time needed for a given population to double) (Raftery et al., 2012; United



66



Nations, 2011). Several authors have already tried to statistically estimate the relationship between



67



population density and deforestation intensity (Agarwal et al., 2005; Allen & Barnes, 1985; Apan & 3



68



Peterson, 1998; Gorenflo et al., 2011; López-Carr et al., 2008; Pahari & Murai, 1999). Most studies



69



identified an increase in deforestation intensity with an increase in population density but in several cases,



70



the effect was weak (Agarwal et al., 2005) or not statistically significant (Apan &



71



Peterson, 1998; Gorenflo et al., 2011). Apart from the fact that many political, socio-economic and



72



ecological factors that are different from population density might explain deforestation intensity (Geist &



73



Lambin, 2001), several methodological problems arise when trying to estimate the effect of population



74



density on deforestation intensity.



75



A common pitfall of deforestation models is using spatial explanatory factors such as distance to forest



76



edge (Gorenflo et al., 2011), or elevation (Agarwal et al., 2005; Apan & Peterson, 1998) in association



77



with population density to predict the intensity of deforestation. The effects of such spatial factors are



78



usually highly significant and of high magnitude compared to population density for which available data



79



are usually at a much coarser resolution (Agarwal et al., 2005). Elevation and distance to forest edge,



80



which are proxies for the accessibility of the forest, are usually strongly negatively correlated with the



81



probability of deforestation (Agarwal et al., 2005; Apan & Peterson, 1998; Gorenflo et al., 2011). The



82



problem is that the predicted probabilities of deforestation at the pixel scale determine the mean



83



deforestation rate, i.e. the intensity of deforestation at the landscape scale. As a consequence, when



84



deforestation occurs, the progressive decrease in the mean distance to forest edge leads to a major



85



increase in the mean deforestation rate at the landscape scale. Inversely, when deforestation occurs, the



86



progressive increase in the mean elevation measurement can lead to a decrease in the deforestation rate at



87



the landscape scale, even though the population density continues to increase. One possible way of



88



overcoming this problem is to separate the process determining the intensity of deforestation (or



89



“quantity” census Pontius & Millones (2011)) from the process determining the location (or “allocation”



90



census Pontius & Millones (2011)) of the deforestation. This is the approach chosen by classic software



91



that can be used to model and forecast deforestation, including CLUE-S (Verburg et al., 2002), Dinamica



92



EGO (Soares et al., 2002), GEOMOD (Pontius et al., 2001) and Land Change Modeler (LCM)



93



(Kim, 2010). In the first step, these programs compute a “deforestation trend” by comparing land cover



94



maps at two different dates. In the second step, they derive a transition potential map (per-pixel 4



95



probabilities of shifting from a forest to a non-forest state, Eastman et al. (2005)) using different statistical



96



methods and spatial factors. However, the “deforestation trend”, which determines the intensity of



97



deforestation in the future, is usually a simple mean and is not related to dynamic explanatory variables



98



such as population density (Mas et al., 2007). Consequently, it is impossible to forecast the effect of



99



population expansion in developing countries on deforestation and the resulting carbon dioxide emissions



100



using this statistic.



101



To accurately estimate the effect of population density on deforestation intensity, repeated observations of



102



land cover change and population density are required over long periods of time and at large spatial scales



103



(Ramankutty et al., 2007). For large forested areas, adjacent satellite images may not be available for the



104



same date, and available satellite images acquired at the desired date may not be suitable for the analysis



105



of land cover change if cloud cover is too dense (≥ 10%). For the same reasons, the time period for



106



observations of land cover change might not be constant when using repeated observations over time.



107



Consequently, the time interval for observations of land cover change can differ dramatically (by more



108



than a year) from one observation to another (Figure 1). To avoid serious errors, these differences in the



109



time interval between land cover observations needs to be taken into account when estimating the annual



110



deforestation rate (Puyravaud, 2003). This is not possible using the previously cited programs which



111



estimate deforestation intensity by comparing land cover maps at two fixed dates (Kim, 2010; Pontius



112



et al., 2001; Soares et al., 2002; Verburg et al., 2002).



113



In this study, we present a coherent framework and new statistical tools to overcome these problems and



114



to accurately forecast deforestation and the resulting carbon dioxide emissions whilst taking population



115



expansion into account. As a case study, we used recent data on land cover changes covering two time



116



periods from five sites in Madagascar’s tropical humid and spiny-dry forests. Madagascar is widely



117



known for its exceptional rates of both diversity and endemism in many taxonomic groups (Goodman &



118



Benstead, 2005), as well as for its low percentage of remaining native forest cover (Achard



119



et al., 2002; Harper et al., 2007) and high level of threat associated with rapid population growth (Raftery



120



et al., 2012). The method we present is simple, flexible and overcomes the above-mentioned problems.



121



To encourage the use of this method, we provide a new R package (Ihaka & Gentleman, 1996) named 5



122



phcfM (for “programme holistique de conservation des forêts à Madagascar”), which includes functions



123



for estimating the parameters of the demographic and deforestation models. We also provide associated



124



R/GRASS scripts (Ihaka & Gentleman, 1996; Neteler & Mitasova, 2008) which outline the necessary



125



steps for the modelling and forecasting procedures.
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126



2 Materials and Methods



127



2.1 Definition of the study sites



128



The study focused on five areas in Madagascar (Table 1 and Figure 2). Together, the study areas covered



129



a total of 2,407,000 ha of tropical forest comprising 372,000 ha of spiny-dry forest (with precipitation 
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